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Abstract 
Mitochondrial DNA cytochrome b (cytb) gene complete sequences of golden arowana, red arowana and green arowana 
of Scleropages formosus were amplified with PCR technique and sequenced.The sequence length was 1141bp for three 
Asian arowanas which had 5 nucleotide sites substituted, among of them 4 base substitutions were transition and only 1 
was transversion, all of the base substitution happened in the third locus of the codon which only 1 site caused amino 
acid variation. A global deficit of guanosines (G:13.7%) and approximately equal frequencies of the other three 
nucleotides (A: 27.8 %, C: 34.6 %, T: 23.9%) and G+C content (48.3%) was quite constant among sequences.The 
genetic distance of mtDNA cytb gene sequences was 0.0026-0.0035 between green arowana and the other two Asian 
arowana, which indicated that Asian arowana perhaps did not evolve to the level of specie. Phylogenetic trees were 
constructed with NJ method and MP method using arithmetic average method.The results showed that red arowana 
clustered with golden arowana, after clustering with green arowana. 
Keywords: Scleropages formosus, Cytochromeb, Genetic relationship  
1. Introduction 
Asian arowana (Scleropages formosus) is known as dragonfish, Asia Bonytongue, kelisa or bajurantai. There are 
considered "lucky" by many people, particularly those from Asian cultures. Due to its popularity and great demand, 
Asian arowanas have been fiercely hunted in its native habitat for profits, causing declination of the population of these 
fishes in the wild. Arowanas have been classified as an endangered species, threatened with extinction in CITES 
appendix I since 1980(Joseph, 1986, p73) and have listed as endangered by the 2006 IUCN Red List (Kottelat, 1996). 
There are a number of breeders registered CITES in Asia so that the specimens what they produce can be imported into 
several nations. Other nations restrict or prohibit possession of Asian arowanas. The Asian arowana consists of 
geographically isolated strains distributed in Southeast Asia. The green, gold strains of Asian arowana have lower 
commercial value than the red one (Kottelat, 1993). More work is needed to understand genetic relationship in 
arowanas. 
Mitochondrial DNA analysis has become a widely used technique for many applications in population or evolutionary 
studies(Avise, 1986, p1192; Fumihitoetal, 1995, p11053; Randietal, 2000. p1103).The cytochrome b gene (cytb) from 
mitochondrial genome contains species-specific information and has been used in phylogeny (Irwin, 1991, p128).In the 
study, mtDNA cytb sequences of three Asian arowana were obtained and compared with each other for further 
clarifying phylogenetic relationship among Asian arowanas, with a view to raise awareness of resources. 
2. Material and methods 
2.1 Samples and DNA isolation 
Fin clips of three Asican arowanas samples from Guang zhou tiny-lake aquatic organism technology co., ltd housed 
which were originated from Malaysia collected in 2001, were collected, and kept in absolute ethanol. Genomic DNA 
was extracted from Fin clip of each fish using a Blood & Cell Culture DNA Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China). 
2.2 PCR protocol 
PCR was performed in a final volume of 20μl using a Cycler machine.The reaction mix contained 10×PCR buffer 2.0μl, 
MgCl2 (25mmol/L) 1.6μl, dNTPs (10 mmol/L each) 0.4μl, each primer (20μmol /L) 0.5μl, Taq 
DNApolymerase(5U/ l)0.3U, and DNA template 50ng. The primers used for the amplification were cytb1 
(5`-TGCGACTAAACATAAATGTTTAG-3`) and cytb2 (5`-TGTATGGAAA TTGCAGTTATG-3`).Amplification was 
carried out using 2 min of initial denaturation followed by 30 cycles of 50s of denaturation at 94 , 50s annealing at 
52  and 60s extension at 72  with a final extension period of 5 min at 72 .After the electrophoretic run, DNA 
molecules were visualized under UV light and analyzed.The amplified products were sequenced directly with an ABI 
DNA Sequencer. Sequencing reactions were carried out as recommended by the manufacturer. 
2.3 Sequences and alignment 
DNA sequences were initially automatically aligned using Clustal X vers. 1.8 (Thompson, 1997, p4876), followed by 
manual editing. Phylogenetic analysis of the aligned sequences was performed with the Molecular Evolutionary 
Genetics Analysis (MEGA) programvers. 3.0 (Kumar, 2001). Distance analysis was conducted using the 
Neighbor-joining (NJ) option employing the p-distance with gap data treated as pairwise deletions. MP analysis was 
conducted using heuristic searches, 1000 bootstrap replicates, and 100 randomly added trees of sequences to search for 
the most parsimonious trees.  
3. Results 
3.1 Sequence characteristics and variation 
1141bp length for the entire cytb were sequenced for three Asian arowana(Figure1).All sequences were submitted to 
GenBank (accession to GenBank:Gold Arowana, EU594546, Red Arowana EU594545, Green Arowana EU594547). 
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Base composition in three sequences was similar to that of previously reported fish cytochromeb sequences (Rafael, 
1998, p1365; Jerome, 1998, p100; Johanna, 2007, p43): low G content (mean: 13.7%) and almost equal A, C, and T 
contents (mean: 27.8, 34.6, and 23.9%, respectively). This pattern was mainly due to third codon positions (mean G 
content at third codon positions: 4.1%) and to a lesser extent to second codon positions (mean G content at second 
codon positions: 13.2%), whereas base composition in first codon positions was balanced (mean T, C, A, and G contents 
at first codon positions: 22.3, 27.6, 26.4, and 23.7%, respectively) (Table1.). Base composition was quite homogeneous 
among sequences: G+C content 48.3%.
Among 1141 nucleotide sites, 5 nucleotide sites substituted, among of them 4 base substitutions were transition and 
only one was transfusion, all of the base substitution happened in the third locus of the codon which only 1 site caused 
amino acid variation, suggesting that these sites may be prone to saturation.  
3.2 Phylogenetic Relationships 
Genetic distances within and between stocks based on cytb are shown in Table 2.For cytb, the results indicate that 
genetic distances within populations were below 0.1%.Based on the cytb sequences, the MP and NJ trees of three Asian 
arowanas were constructed. The MP and NJ tree had the same (Figure2). The results showed that these two methods 
were effective in common laboratories. 
4. Discussion 
1141bp length for the entire cytb genes were sequenced of three Asian arowana, containing the start codon ATG, with T 
for the stop codon which is not a complete stop codon in the transcription process to be added after the formation of 
polyA stop codon.This study showed that genetic distance among three Asian arowanas between 0.26% ~ 0.35%. 
Billington (1991, p80) reported intraspecific divergence at the 10% of the general level. Nei (1990, p873) that the same 
individuals are generally 0.1% to 5% of the divergence. According to both differences in the degree of cytb gene, the 
study concluded that three Asian arowanas differentiation between the subspecies may have already reached the level 
Consistent with the morphological. 
Since Muller first found and named in 1933, the taxonomic classification of Scleropages formosus has undergone not 
any changes. Scleropages formosus refers to several varieties of freshwater fish in the genus. The present study 
demonstrates that the classification of subspecies is consistent with the genetic clusters in Scleropages formosus.
Geological evidence showed that continental Southeast Asian terranes could be classified into two categories, based on 
their Late Palaezoic tectonic history (Hutchison, 1993, p883). It is believed that different strains of arowana inhabit 
separate regions of Southeast Asia and were connected through freshwater habitats during the Pleistocene era (Goh, 
1999), implying that freshwater fishes could not have migrated between the two supercontinents after 160 MYA. The 
fossil records of Scleropages which should be considered in evaluating the migrational history of the Asian arowana. 
Freshwater beds of Eocene times (35–57 MYA) in central Sumatra yielded fossils that could be attributed to the genus 
Scleropages. The Indian subcontinent became connected to Eurasia by the late Early Eocene (Jaeger, 1989, p316; 
Metcalfe, 1999, p9) implying an ancestor of the Asian arowana originated when Laurasia and Gondwanaland were still 
connected and that it dispersed via fresh water habitats from Gondwanaland to Laurasia. The morphological similarity 
of all Scleropages species shows that little evolutionary change has taken place recently for these ancient 
fish(Kumazawa, 2000, p1869).The morphological similarity of all Scleropages species shows that little evolutionary 
change has taken place recently for these ancient fish. Genetic studies also have confirmed these.Yue (2000, p1007; 
2000, p89; 2002, p1025; 2003, p951; 2006, p627) successfully examined genetic diversity and population structure of 
Scleropages formosus originating from the south-east Asian regionusing RAPD and AFLP, and reported the 
identification of a sex-associated AFLP marker and a strain-specific RAPD marker in the Asian arowana using pooled 
DNA samples. The two markers were successfully converted into STS markers and are applicable for rapid sexing of 
the green strain or for differentiation of the Indonesian golden strain from blood red and green varieties respectively. 
Tang (2004, p81) supported the view that green arowana is the outgroup among the arowana strains using microsatellite 
and mtDNA. At the same time, the results showed the correlation between molecular marker diversity and geographic 
region that several of arowana strains diverged from late Pliocene to middle Pleistocene. The isolated strains evolved at 
intraspecific level. As noted above, genetic estimates of divergences suggest an early divergence between Asian 
arowanas taxa occurred from the late Pliocene to middle Pleistocene. However, it should also be greater use of 
molecular markers, such as D-loop, COI to verify this inference, etc.
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Notes
Note 1. This is an example.  
Note 2. This is an example for note 2 
Note 3. This is an example for note 3 
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Table 1. Nucleotide composition for cytochromeb gene sequences(1141bp) of Asian arowana 

Nucleotide composition T(%) C(%) A(%) G(%) A+T(%) G+C(%) 
Green arowana 23.9 34.6 27.8 13.7 51.7 48.3 
Red arowana 24.0 34.5 27.8 13.7 51.8 48.2 
Gold arowana 23.9 34.6 27.8 13.7 51.7 48.3 

Average 24.0 34.6 27.8 13.7 51.8 48.2 

Table 2. Genetic distance among three Asian arowanas 

 Red arowana Green arowana Gold arowana

Red arowana -   
Green arowana 0.0026 -  
Gold arowana 0.0026 0.0035 - 

Figure 1. Agrose gel electrophoresis of Cytb gene PCR products 
1: Green Arowana; 2: Gold Arowana; 3: Red Arowana; 4: Blank; M:marker 

a.

b. 

Figure 2. Phylogenetic trees of the three Asian arowanas based on the cytb sequences 
a. MP   b. NJ trees 
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